
The aim of Gran Trak 10 was to race 
around the track as many times as 
possible within the operator set time 
limit—all the while your score is in-
creasing.  But don’t expect high scores, 
we’re talking double digits only here.  
There was no clock either—you had no 
idea how fast your lap was.  That said, 
given the (un)dynamic nature of the 
game, each ‘perfect’ lap would pre-
sumably have achieved the same time. 
 
The game was controlled with a steer-
ing wheel and two pedals—one accel-
erated the car, the other decelerated.  
Speed was controlled with a gear stick.   
 
Gran Trak 10 featured ROM chips for storage of graphic data.  This 
meant the car was recognisable, albeit quite small.  The track was 
made up of individual dots.  This was possibly the first time ROM’s 
were used as Pong didn’t need to store graphics.   
 
Thankfully it featured better sound than Pong!  It had  engine noises, 
skid sounds and crash sounds.  This was achieved through square 
wave modulation and were a significant improvement over the simple 
two-tone beep of Pong. 
 
The game initially featured just one car on the one black and white 
track.  Hardly conducive to an addictive experience now is it!  Game-
play was somewhat lacking too —the car did not act as one would ex-
pect.  Simple physical restrictions such as cornering reducing the cars 
momentum or the maximum turning angle were not featured.  This 
leads to a bizarre situation whereby the car can literally turn on a six-
pence at full speed.  Saying that, this was possibly due to the  track 
design—look at it—there’s an awful lot of hairpins and square corners.  
Of the four gears, one was reverse and you never needed it.  Why?  
Because a well timed wrench on one side of the infinitely turning wheel 
would allow a faster turn than messing with the gears. 

 
Atari recognised the weaker as-
pects of this game and released 
various versions later that same 
year.  Atari clearly invented the 
‘sequel’!  [Note that they did this 
with pong too, dozens of vari-
ants were available which all 
played very slightly differently] 

In 1974 lots of revisions were released, each in 
turn slightly elevating the game to a more enjoy-
able experience. 
 

Gran Trak 20  
 

The second game was still labelled Atari and was a 
two player version with a pair of wheels, pedals etc.  
The game was Gran Trak 20 It allowed two players 
on the same old track with same sounds and game-
play.  It was far more exciting to race a buddy of 
course.  When colliding, whoever was ahead would 
come off worst.  Also introduced in this game was 
the oil slick, a graphic deployed randomly in the road 
which would cause players to crash if you ran over 
it.  Gran Trak 20 also Introduced a free game to any-
one achieving 40 points or more.  Not an easy feat.  

Trak 10  
 

Trak 10 was the single player, smaller cabinet ver-
sion (19” monitor instead of the 23” version) and it 
featured a different track with the oil slick feature. 

Formula K  
 

Formula K was the first ‘Kee’ branded product.  It’s 
cabinet was very similar to Trak 10 but had the full 
size monitor. It also featured a different race track to 
any previous games, but more important was it’s ex-
clusive feature.  This game had a lap timer which 
was dealt with by LED technology and measured to 
1/100th of a second.  
 

Twin Racer  
Twin Racer was the second Kee game and featured 
Formula K with two players.  It’s USP?  Well allow 
the sales blurb to explain;  “Not only 4 speed stick-
shifting but on every game an AUTOMATIC DRIVE 
button for ladies and kids—a must for any arcade!!” 


